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"Yes, it's certain! I can use the name of Cynthion Group to assure you that the Supreme Pure Energy Pills perform as

advertised!"

Hearing Darius' question, Leon nodded and promised.

"Alright, that's amazing!"

Darius and some other direct descendants from the major families started to laugh happily.

During Cynthion Group's first sales drive, quite a few people questioned the effects of their pills since they were still relatively

unknown!

However, with Cynthion Group's reputation and Leon's promise, no one doubted the effects of the Supreme Pure Energy Pills

anymore!

"Despicable!"

"Aren't the Supreme Pure Energy Pills just too amazing?!"

"How did Leon manage to make them?!"

At a corner somewhere, both the Southern Boss and Devon had dark looks on their faces.

Leon was a mutual enemy of theirs. Neither of them wanted Leon or Cynthion Group to grow!

Back then, Cynthion Group's Advanced Pure Energy Pills might have been amazing, but they were only useful to the younger

generation or some third-rate ancient martial arts families!

Yet, the Supreme Pure Energy Pills were able to help those at the Emperor State. That was something that was able to affect

most of the major families!

In the end, Leon and Cynthion Group's influence was growing, which mean that they would be more of a threat in the future!

That was not something either of them wanted to see!

It was obvious what both of them felt at that moment!

However, before either of them could finish their thoughts, something happened!

"Haha, I heard before that Cynthion Group's pills could help with the training of martial artists! I wondered what sort of miraculous

pills you had! Now it looks like it's all just a load ofcrap!"

At that moment, a mocking laugh was heard.

Right after that, a man who was about thirty years old and looked quite handsome and suave walked into the venue with a few

guards!

Feeling that he and the guards did not seem to be so simple, the crowd made way for them, forming a small path for him.

After that, he started to advance with the guards.

"Who are you?"

Leon looked down at the person from the stage. He had an uncertain look on his face, unable to determine where the man was

from!

"Mister Wolf, right? Hello! I'm Hugo Morrison, of the Morrisons from the western region. I'm also one of the Thirteen Greats of the

Elite List!" Hugo puffed up his chest as he introduced himself.

"The western region?" Leon was surprised to hearthat.

He just went to the western region a few days ago, killing Poisonwielder there. He was no stranger to the place!

However, he only knew that the southern region and the western region were close to each other. He did not know anything

about the Morrisons!

However, it did not mean that no one else did!

Since the western region and the southern region were connected, both sides had regular business relations. The major families

from the southern region had more or less heard of the Morrisons!

"So he's the heir of the largest family in the western region!"

There were many with looks of realization in the crowd when they found out about Hugo.

The Morrisons in the western region were like the Thompsons in the southern region!

The Thompsons were at the head of the families in the southern region, while at Morrisons were in the same position in the

western region!

As the heir of the Morrisons, Hugo was not an ordinary person!
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